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Summary Recent studies in the field of neuropsychological decision-making as well as moral
psychology emphasize the role of emotions in decision-making. The current study examines
whether stress affects moral decision-making. We induced stress in 20 participants with the Trier
Social Stress Test (TSST) and also examined 20 participants in a control condition (Placebo TSST).
The level of stress was assessed with questionnaires and endocrine markers (salivary cortisol and
alpha-amylase). All participants performed amoral decision-making task in which everydaymoral
dilemmas were described. Dilemmas varied in emotional intensity and each offered a rather
egoistic and a rather altruistic option. Results show that groups did not differ significantly in
everyday moral decision-making. However, cortisol responses and egoistic decision-making in
emotional dilemmas were positively correlated.

Our results indicate that stress per se does not cause more egoistic decision-making in the
current setting but suggest an association between the individual’s cortisol stress response and
egoistic decision-making in high-emotional situations.
# 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recent theories emphasize the role of cognitions as well as
emotions for moral decision-making (e.g. Greene and Haidt,
2002; Haidt, 2007). There is also growing evidence that stress
affects cognitive and emotional processes such as memory,
attention and fear conditioning (review in Wolf, 2009) as well
as simple decision-making unrelated to morality (Preston
et al., 2007; Starcke et al., 2008; van den Bos et al.,
2009). Given that moral dilemmas experienced outside the
laboratory elicit stress responses by themselves (for exam-
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ple, moral dilemmas medical staff have to face every day;
Kälvemark et al., 2004), it seems plausible to ask how those
kinds of decisions are influenced by stress. With a lack of
direct empirical evidence in previous research, we study here
if and how stress affects moral decision-making.

Moral decision-making in experimental-laboratory studies
is frequently assessed by complex moral dilemmas such as
the trolley problem (Thomson, 1985) or modified versions
(Cushman et al., 2006; Valdesolo and DeSteno, 2006; Greene
et al., 2008; Cikara et al., 2010). The trolley problem consists
of the switch dilemma and the footbridge dilemma. In the
switch dilemma, people typically judge that it is morally
acceptable to divert a runaway trolley onto a side track,
where it will kill only one person in order to save the lives of
five people. In the footbridge dilemma, the only way to save
five people from a runaway trolley is to push someone off a
d.
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footbridge onto the railway which will stop the trolley but kill
the person being pushed. In this dilemma, people typically
judge that it is morally inacceptable to push the person.
According to Greene et al. (2001), the footbridge dilemma is
perceived as emotionally more aversive (compared to the
switch dilemma) and elicits high personal involvement.

The brain regions involved in moral decision-making are
areas that are also sensitive to stress (review in Dedovic et al.,
2009).Recentneuroimaging studies revealedconsistent results
indicating that a specific network of brain regions is involved in
moral decision-making (Greene et al., 2001, 2004; Moll et al.,
2001; Heekeren et al., 2003; Luo et al., 2006; Schaich Borg
et al., 2006). The network includes brain areas associatedwith
cognitive processes (i.e., the right dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, and the bilateral inferior parietal lobe), emotional
processes (i.e., the medial prefrontal cortex, the posterior
cingulate/precuneus, region of the superior temporal sulcus/
inferior, the parietal lobe, and the amygdala), and conflict
processing such as the anterior cingulate cortex (Greene et al.,
2001, 2004). Further evidence for the involvement of brain
regions associatedwith emotion processing formoral decision-
making is provided by studies examining patients with lesions
or dysfunctions of those brain regions. Patients with lesions of
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex show altered moral deci-
sion-making. Compared to healthy control participants, these
patients judged personal moral violations more often as being
acceptable behaviours, and they did so more quickly (Ciara-
melli et al., 2007; Koenigs et al., 2007). Patients with fronto-
temporal dementia (also affecting ventromedial prefrontal
cortex functioning) were also impaired in their ability to make
immediate, emotionally based moral judgments (Mendez
et al., 2005). Results emphasize the importance of the medial
prefrontal cortexand inparticular the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex for moral decision-making.

Stress — both in real life and experimentally induced by
either a social-cognitive stress task or by application of stress
hormones — can influence cognitive and emotive functioning.
Acute stress leads to an activation of the sympathetic ner-
vous system [SNS] (reviews in Nater and Rohleder, 2009;
Rohleder and Nater, 2009) and a release of cortisol through
the activation of the hypothalamus pituitary adrenal axis
[HPA] (reviews in Kirschbaum and Hellhammer, 1994; Dick-
erson and Kemeny, 2004). Recent neuroimaging studies have
shown that stress can also lead to changes in prefrontal
cortex and limbic system functioning (e.g. Pruessner
et al., 2004, 2008; Kern et al., 2008; review in Dedovic
et al., 2009). These findings are in line with previous studies
finding that stress affects cognitive functions associated with
prefrontal cortex integrity such as working memory (e.g.
Domes et al., 2004; Buchanan et al., 2006; Oei et al.,
2006; Schoofs et al., 2008, 2009) and attention (e.g. Bohnen
et al., 1990; Vedhara et al., 2000). In addition, emotional
reactions linked to limbic system functioning, such as fear
conditioning, are also sensitive to stress (e.g. Jackson et al.,
2006; Merz et al., 2010). There seems to be an interaction
between stress, cognition and emotion; stress effects on
memory and attention differ depending on whether emo-
tional or neutral stimuli are processed (review in Wolf, 2009).

In summary, we know that stress can affect cognitive and
emotional functioning. Previous findings also emphasize the
important role of cognition and emotion in moral decision-
making. Moral decisions in everyday life may lead to acute
stress responses. The reverse link — effects of acute stress on
moral decision-making in everyday life moral dilemmas — has
not been studied so far.

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether
moral decision-making is altered by stress. We hypothesised
that stress would lead to more egoistic and less altruistic
decisions. We make ‘‘egoistic’’ decisions mainly for our own
personal benefit, whereas ‘‘altruistic’’ decisions aremade for
the benefit of other person(s), because we feel their needs
(Batson and Shaw, 1991). Emotions are necessary to feel
other people’s needs. Stress induces emotions itself (espe-
cially fear) through a stimulation of the amygdala by stress
hormones (review in Rodrigues et al., 2009). Since the acute
experience of fear may promote egoistic intentions such as
feathering ones own nest and saving ones own bacon, fear
may also interfere with empathizing or acting according to
other people’s needs. Cognitions might provide the best
decision strategy to fulfil other people’s needs. There is
evidence that stress affects simple, non-moral decision-mak-
ing, based on emotional learning processes as well as strategy
application. A negative relationship between life stress,
anxiety and decision-making in an analogies-task has been
demonstrated (Garvey and Klein, 1993). Students reporting
stress due to impending exams showed a bias to short-term
thinking in a decision-making task based on emotional feed-
back processing (Gray, 1999). Recent neuropsychological
studies also indicate that stress induced in the laboratory
is related to decision-making that leads to disadvantageous
results in the long run. In decisions based on emotional
feedback processing, stressed participants had a slower
learning curve (Preston et al., 2007). In male participants,
a relationship between cortisol responses and long-term
disadvantageous decisions has been found (van den Bos
et al., 2009). We previously observed that stress led to more
risky choices in decisions based on strategy application as
well as emotional feedback processing. We also observed a
correlation between risky decision-making and the cortisol
stress response of the participants (Starcke et al., 2008).

In the present study, we used a set of moral dilemmas that
could occur in everyday life either high or low in emotionality,
each offering a more egoistic and a more altruistic decision
alternative (C. Polzer, personal communication; for a detailed
description of the task see the methods section). We induced
stresswith the Trier Social Stress Test (TSST; Kirschbaumet al.,
1993) andmeasured the level of stress with questionnaires and
assessed salivary cortisol and alpha-amylase.We hypothesised
that stress would lead to more egoistic decisions, because
stress affects cognitive and emotional processes that are
important for moral decision-making.

2. Participants and methods

2.1. Participants

Forty students, aged 19—33 years (mean = 23.83, S.D. = 3.87;
22 males) were recruited from the University of Duisburg-
Essen. Half of the students were randomly assigned to the
stress group; the other half was assigned to the control group.
Participants with neurological or psychiatric disease, acute or
chronic disease, social phobia or extraordinary stressful life
circumstances, as determined by a telephone screening, were
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not included due to ethical reasons. Participantswith intake of
medication, smoking, body mass index above 26 (kg/m2),
recent immunisation, shift-work, intake of oral contracep-
tives, or pregnancy were excluded because these factors
influence hormonal measures (reviews in Kudielka et al.,
2009; Rohleder and Nater, 2009). Participants were asked to
be awake at least for 4 h before testing and refrain fromeating
anddrinking anythingbesideswater 1 hbefore testing because
of the saliva measures. All investigations took place between
10 amand 5 pm.Thenumber of participants in the stress group
and control group tested am and pm was balanced to ensure
that there were no group differences in endocrine measures
due to circadian baseline differences (Kudielka et al., 2004).
The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the
University of Duisburg-Essen. All subjects gave written
informed consent prior to the investigation and were paid
15 s for their participation. After participation, participants
were fully debriefed about the goal of the study.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Stress induction
We used the Trier Social Stress Test (TSST; Kirschbaum et al.,
1993) to induce stress in the stress group. Participants had to
performtwo tasks in frontofa selectioncommitteeandavideo
camera. The committee consisted of two experimenters
dressed in white coats and introduced as being trained in
‘‘behavioural observation’’. Furthermore, participants were
told that their performance would be recorded on video in
order to later analyse voice pitch and nonverbal behaviour.
Participants had a preparation time of 5 min. After that they
had to deliver a speech without using notes for 5 min. During
the speechparticipants had to convince thecommittee that he
or shewas theperfect applicant for a vacant position.Then the
participant had to serially subtract the number 17 from2043 as
fast and accurately as possible within 5 min. On every failure
the committee asked the participant to start again at 2043.
The committee did not provide any further feedback but acted
in a very cold and reserved manner. The TSST has been shown
to lead to a robust release of cortisol through the activation of
the hypothalamus pituitary adrenal axis [HPA] (reviews in
Kirschbaum and Hellhammer, 1994; Dickerson and Kemeny,
2004) and the sympathetic nervous system [SNS] which can be
measured with the enzyme alpha-amylase (reviews in Nater
and Rohleder, 2009; Rohleder and Nater, 2009).

2.2.2. Control condition
In the control group, the placebo version of the TSSTwas used
(Het et al., 2009). Participants also had to deliver a speech
without using notes and to perform an arithmetic task but
without an audience. Thus, the stress-inducing social eva-
luative components (see Dickerson and Kemeny, 2004) were
removed. The participants were led into an empty room and
were asked to deliver a speech about a movie, a novel or a
recent holiday trip. They were told that no audience would
be present and that they would not be recorded in any way.
After a preparation time of 5 min the experimenter re-
entered the room and asked the participant to talk loudly
in a standing position. Then the experimenter left the room.
After 5 min the experimenter re-entered the room and asked
the participant to start adding the number 15 starting at 0 for
5 min and left the room again. The placebo TSST elicits no
cortisol responses and only minor alpha-amylase responses
that are significantly smaller than responses elicited by the
TSST, most likely reflective of the physical demands of the
control condition (standing and talking) (Het et al., 2009).

2.2.3. Measurements of stress response
To measure the change of stress levels in the stress group and
the control group, questionnaires and physiological indica-
tors were used. Questionnaires were administered before the
TSST/placebo TSST (pre-treatment) and before the debrief-
ing (post-treatment). The German version of the state anxi-
ety subscale of the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI;
Spielberger et al., 1977) consists of 20 questions about
current anxiety (e.g. ‘‘I feel nervous’’) to be answered on
a four-point scale ranging from 1 ‘‘not at all’’ to 4 ‘‘extre-
mely’’. The ratings were summed up to create a score for
current anxiety from 20 (minimal anxiety) to 80 (maximal
anxiety). The German version of the Positive and Negative
Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988) consists of 10
items for positive affects (e.g. ‘‘interested’’, ‘‘enthusiastic’’)
and 10 items for negative affects (e.g. ‘‘upset’’, ‘‘ashamed’’)
describing current affect. Answers are given on a five-point
scale from 1 ‘‘very slightly or not at all’’ to 5 ‘‘extremely’’.
The ratings were summed up to a score for positive affect and
a score for negative affect both ranging from 10 (minimum)
to 50 (maximum). Both questionnaires have been adminis-
tered in multiple studies to assess affective changes induced
by the TSST. We acquired endocrine indicators of stress by
sampling salivary cortisol and salivary alpha-amylase (sAA)
concentrations before and during the course of task perfor-
mance. An increase for both of the latter endocrine indica-
tors has been found during psychosocial stress with cortisol
levels rising as a result of HPA axis activity (see Dickerson and
Kemeny, 2004), and sAA levels rising as a result of SNS
activation (see Nater and Rohleder, 2009; Rohleder and
Nater, 2009). Cortisol reactions typically have a latency of
10—15 min after the beginning of the TSST, while the peak
typically occurs after 25 min (Kirschbaum and Hellhammer,
1994; Dickerson and Kemeny, 2004). SAA reactions have a
rapid increase and a quick normalization. In contrast, in the
placebo TSSTcortisol reactions decrease rather than increase
and sAA reactions are smaller than in the original TSST.
Salivary cortisol and sAA levels were assessed out of unsti-
mulated saliva samples obtained using Salivette collection
devices (Sarstedt, Nuembrecht, Germany). To determine
cortisol and sAA levels, the saliva samples were sent to
Dresden (Germany) to Prof. Kirschbaum laboratory. Free
cortisol levels were measured using a commercially available
immunoassay (IBL, Hamburg, Germany). For sAA analysis, a
quantitative enzyme kinetic method was used as described in
details elsewhere (van Stegeren et al., 2006). Inter- and
intracoefficients of variation were below 10% for both assays.

2.2.4. Moral decision-making task
The Everyday Moral Decision-Making Task (EMDM; C. Polzer,
personal communication; see appendix for the dilemmas,
development of the dilemmas and psychometric properties)
was used. In this task, 20 everyday dilemmas were presented
in written format on a computer screen in a randomized order
via the program ‘‘Presentation’’ (Neurobehavioral Systems)
in the participant’s native language (i.e., German). Half of



Figure 1 Design and procedure of the experiment.
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the 20 dilemmas were highly emotional, the other half were
low-emotional in nature. Each of the 20 dilemmas offered a
more egoistic and amore altruistic decision alternative. Each
dilemma had to be answered with ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no’’ within a
time limit of 30 s. An example of a low-emotional dilemma is:
‘‘You have slightly scratched another car while parking. It is
dark and nobody has seen you. Would you leave a message for
the owner of the car?’’ The answer ‘‘yes’’ is the altruistic
alternative, while the answer ‘‘no’’ is the egoistic alterna-
tive. An example of a high-emotional dilemma is: ‘‘Your
partner is suicidal and you feel uncomfortable in this rela-
tionship. Would you leave your partner?’’ The answer ‘‘no’’ is
the altruistic alternative, while the answer ‘‘yes’’ is the
egoistic alternative. For the purpose of analysis, the percen-
tage of altruistic decisions is calculated.

2.2.5. Intelligence test
We assessed intelligence with the subtest ‘‘Logical Reason-
ing’’ of a German intelligence test (subtest 4 of the Leistung-
sprüfsystem, LPS-4; Horn, 1983) in order to demonstrate that
experimental groups did not differ in global intellectual
functioning. The test consists of 40 rows of sequences of
letters and numbers that follow a logical rule. Each row
contains one element that does not logically fit into the
order of the row. Subjects are given a time limit of 8 min
to discover and cross out the illogical element in as many
rows as possible. Results are transformed into IQ values.

2.2.6. Design and procedure
First, participants gave written informed consent. Then the
procedure — as shown in Fig. 1 — started. Saliva measures
were taken immediately before (S1), 15 min (S2), 33 min (S3)
and 51 min (S4) after the beginning of the treatment (TSST
vs. Placebo TSST). Each saliva measure was conducted with
one salivette for 3 min. After the third point of measurement
another decision-making task, the Game of Dice Task (GDT;
Brand et al., 2005) (not a topic of this paper) was performed.
Finally, participants were debriefed, paid and thanked for
participation.
Table 1 Results of the questionnaires assessing psychological ind

Questionnaire Stress group
mean (S.D.)

Control group
mean (S.D.)

STAI-State-pre 38.15 (7.39) 35.75 (6.30)
STAI-State-post 40.95 (9.05) 36.20 (5.42)
PANAS-PA-pre 28.85 (5.29) 31.75 (5.00)
PANAS-PA-post 27.70 (7.18) 32.95 (5.94)
PANAS-NA-pre 12.45 (2.63) 12.15 (2.39)
PANAS-NA-post 14.10 (4.17) 12.85 (3.00)

STAI = State Trait Anxiety Inventory; PANAS = Positive and Negative Aff
2.2.7. Statistical analysis
All analyses have been carried out with SPSS 17.0. T-tests for
independent samples were used to analyse between-group
differences in age, intelligence, peak cortisol response (S3),
psychological indicators of stress and everyday moral deci-
sion-making. Cohens d was used as a measure of effect sizes
when appropriate. Analysis of variance with repeated mea-
surements (ANOVA) was used to compare endocrine measures
between groups with ‘‘group’’ as the between subject factor
and ‘‘points in time’’ as the within subject factor. Green-
house—Geisser corrected p-values were used when appro-
priate. Partial eta squared (hp

2) was used as a measure of
effect size. The relationship between cortisol responses
(delta increase), affect and everyday moral decision-making
was calculated with Pearson’s correlation. The interaction of
cortisol response and affect on decision-making was analysed
with amoderated hierarchical regression analysis. Two-tailed
tests were performed for all analyses and p was set to .05.

3. Results

3.1. Demographic variables

The experimental groups did not differ in age (mean stress
group = 23.15, S.D. = 3.98; mean control group = 24.50,
S.D. = 3.74; t(38) = �1.11, p > .05), gender (in both groups
there were nine female and 11 male subjects), and IQ (mean
stress group = 118.0, S.D. = 10.57; mean control group =
115.0, S.D. = 13.75; t(38) = .62, p > .05) thereby demon-
strating successful randomization.

3.2. Level of stress

3.2.1. Psychological indicators of stress
Comparisons between groups showed that anxiety, positive
and negative affect did not differ between groups before
stress was induced in the stress group. After the stress
induction, the stress group had higher anxiety scores and
icators of stress before (pre) and after (post) the treatment.

T df p d

1.11 38 .28 .35
2.02 31.07 �.05 .64
�1.78 38 .08 .56
�2.52 38 <.05 .80

.38 38 .71 .11
1.09 38 .28 .35

ect Schedule; PA = Positive Affect; NA = Negative Affect.



Figure 2 (a) Results of the cortisol measures in the stress group (SG) and the control group (CG) at the four points of measurement.
Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. S = salivary sample; nmol = nanomole; l = liter. (b) Results of the alpha-amylase
measures (sAA) in the stress group (SG) and the control group (CG) at the four points of measurement. Error bars represent standard
errors of the mean. S = salivary sample; U = units; ml = milliliter.
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lower positive affect scores than the control group, whereas
negative affect did not differ between groups. Results are
shown in Table 1.

3.2.2. Physiological indicators of stress
For cortisol measures there was no significant main effect for
‘‘group’’, F(1, 35) = 2.93, p > .05, hp

2 = .08, but a significant
main effect for ‘‘point in time’’, F(1.42, 49.56) = 3.99,
p < .05, hp

2 = .10, and a significant interaction of ‘‘group’’
� ‘‘point in time’’, F(1.42, 49.56) = 8.86, p < .005, hp

2 = .20.
Significant differences between groups at the third point of
measurement (S3) were observed, indicating higher values in
the stress group than in the control group, t(37) = 2.36,
p < .05, d = .76. Results are shown in Fig. 2a. SAA measures
revealed significant main effects for ‘‘group’’, F(1,
32) = 10.34, p < .005, hp

2 = .24, ‘‘point in time’’, F(2.26,
72.44) = 23.57, p < .001, hp

2 = .42, and also a significant
interaction of ‘‘group’’ � ‘‘point in time’’, F(2.26,
72.44) = 3.87, p < .05, hp

2 = .11. Results are shown in Fig. 2b.

3.3. Everyday moral decision-making

To compare groups on EMDM, the percentage of altruistic
decision-making was calculated. Groups did not differ in the
percentage of altruistic decisions, neither across all dilem-
mas nor within high-emotional or low-emotional dilemmas.
Results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Percentage of altruistic answers in the everyday moral

Decision-making Stress group
mean (S.D.)

Control
mean (S

Over all dilemmas 49.50 (17.16) 47.50 (1
High-emotional dilemmas 49.00 (16.00) 50.50 (1
Low-emotional dilemmas 50.00 (25.34) 44.50 (1
3.4. Relationships between decision-making and
physiological indicators of stress

We performed correlations between decision-making and cor-
tisol-delta increases for all participants. Cortisol-delta
increases were used in previous studies (e.g. Wolf et al.,
2001): the baseline value was subtracted from the value at
the third point of measurement (S3 [peak value] � S1). A
significant negative correlation between the cortisol-delta
(cortisol increase) and decision-making in high-emotional
dilemmas was observed (r = �.37, p < .05) indicating that a
stronger cortisol response co-varies with a tendency towards
egoistic decisions in the high-emotional moral dilemmas.
However, there was no correlation between cortisol-delta
and decisions in low-emotional dilemmas (r = �.01, p = .96).
Within the high-emotional dilemmas only, correlations
between cortisol-delta and decision-making were then ana-
lysed for the two groups separately. The negative correlation
remained significant in the stress group (r = �.56, p < .05),
but not the control group (r = �.13,p = .59). Results are shown
in Fig. 3a and b. For sAA measures (S2 [peak value] � S1
[baseline value]) no such correlations were observed.

Positive affect after the experimental manipulation cor-
related with decision-making in high-emotional dilemmas
(r = .34, p < .05) indicating positive affect co-varies with
altruistic decision-making. This pattern was not observed
for low-emotional dilemmas (r = .21, p = .18). In addition,
decision-making task.

group
.D.)

T df p d

1.41) .43 33.06 .67 .14
5.04) �.31 38 .76 .10
5.38) .83 31.33 .41 .26



Figure 3 (a) Correlation between the cortisol-delta increase and the number of altruistic decisions in high-emotional dilemmas
(r = �.56) in the stress group (SG). (b) Correlation between the cortisol-delta increase and the number of altruistic decisions in high-
emotional dilemmas (r = �.13) in the control group (CG).
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we calculated interactions between cortisol-delta and posi-
tive affect usingmoderated regression analysis with decision-
making in high-emotional dilemmas as dependent variable. In
the first step (hierarchical regression analysis), both vari-
ables explained 21.6% of variance in decision-making, F (2,
35) = 4.81, p < .05. In a second step, we calculated the
interaction effect of cortisol-delta increase and positive
affect (all variables centralized, see Cohen et al., 2003).
The inclusion of cortisol-delta contributed 12.2% of variance
explanation (change in R2 = .12, F(1, 38) = 5.30, p < .05) and
positive affect 8.3% (change in R2 = .08, F(1, 37) = 3.89,
p = .05). The interaction of both variables did not signifi-
cantly increase the explanation of variance in the moral
decisions (0.5%, change in R2 = .01, F(1, 36), p = .62).

4. Discussion

In contrast to our hypothesis, we did not find a main effect of
acute experimentally induced stress on decision-making in
everyday moral dilemmas. However, we observed a positive
relationship between the individuals’ cortisol response and
egoistic decision-making in high-emotional dilemmas. A lar-
ger increase was associated with more egoistic decisions.

As expected, a necessary precondition for interpreting
results of the moral decision-making performance, the TSST
was effective as a stressor: Participants of the stress group
showed subjective and physiological stress responses. This
result has been shown in numerous studies using the TSST.
Cortisol reactions, under control of the HPA axis, are estab-
lished endocrine markers of psychosocial stressors (review in
Dickerson and Kemeny, 2004). Recent studies have shown that
sAA secretion, which is under adrenergic control and therefore
an indirect marker of SNS activity, also increases during psy-
chosocial stress tasks (reviews in Nater and Rohleder, 2009;
RohlederandNater, 2009).However,endocrinestress reactions
show large inter-individual differences (Kudielka et al., 2009)
whichmight explainwhy nogroupdifferences but a correlation
between cortisol increase and decision-making was found.

As previously stated, participants in the stress condition
did not overall decide more egoistically than participants in
the control condition, no matter whether dilemmas were
high-emotional or low-emotional. To our best knowledge,
this is the first study investigating the effect of stress on
everyday moral decision-making. Results do not support our
hypothesis that stress leads to more egoistical decision-mak-
ing. This prediction was drawn from studies indicating that
moral decision-making relies on brain regions associated with
cognition and emotion such as the prefrontal cortex and the
limbic system (Greene et al., 2001, 2004; Moll et al., 2001;
Heekeren et al., 2003; Mendez et al., 2005; Luo et al., 2006;
Schaich Borg et al., 2006; Ciaramelli et al., 2007; Koenigs
et al., 2007). These regions are affected by stress (review in
Dedovic et al., 2009). In addition, decision-making in neu-
ropsychological tasks (fictitious monetary tasks) also relies on
these brain regions (reviews in Brand et al., 2006; Dunn et al.,
2006) and stress affects performance in these tasks (Preston
et al., 2007; Starcke et al., 2008; van den Bos et al., 2009).

Although we found no group differences between stressed
and unstressed participants in decision-making, an interest-
ing correlation was detected: The increase of cortisol was
negatively correlated with altruistic decision-making in emo-
tional dilemmas. This might indicate that the HPA axis stress
response is related to egoistic decision-making. This correla-
tion is in line with the neuropsychological studies that found
correlations between physiological stress responses and deci-
sion-making (Starcke et al., 2008; van den Bos et al., 2009)
and subjective stress and decision-making (Garvey and Klein,
1993). Correlations between endocrine stress responses and
neuropsychological functions such as memory have also been
found in several studies (e.g. Wolf et al., 2001; Schoofs et al.,
2008). The differential relationship between cortisol
increase and decision-making in high-emotional, but not in
low-emotional dilemmas found in the current study is of
special interest. It is generally in line with neuropsychologi-
cal studies demonstrating that stress has more pronounced
effects on the processing of emotional compared to neutral
material (reviews in Roozendaal et al., 2009; Wolf, 2009).
Brain regions associated with emotional processing, such as
the amygdala, have numerous cortisol receptors and are very
sensitive to stress (review in Rodrigues et al., 2009). A
stimulation of the amygdala by stress responses might lead
to more fearful and egoistic decisions. The effect of the
stress hormone cortisol on moral decision-making could be
specified pharmacologically through the exogenous applica-
tion of cortisol in future studies. A more psychological expla-
nation for the putative relationship between stress responses
and egoistic decisions in emotional situations is that stress
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induces emotions itself (especially fear) and that those
emotions might interfere with the situation-specific emo-
tions that are necessary for making a morally good decision.
In such situations, the intention to save one’s own bacon and
to feather one’s own nest might be more pronounced than
feeling other people’s needs.

In the current study, positive affect was correlated with
altruistic decision-making. This seems to be consistent with
the relationship of cortisol responses and egoistic decision-
making. However, we observed no interaction between phy-
siological stress response, positive affect and decision-mak-
ing was observed. Recent studies investigating the effects of
manipulated affect and self-worth on moral decision-making
have shown different results. Valdesolo and DeSteno (2006)
found that positive mood leads to more utilitarian judg-
ments, Sachdeva et al. (2009) found that reduced self-worth
leads to more altruistic decision-making (a phenomenon the
authors call ‘‘moral cleansing’’). Thus, the exact mechanisms
that connect stress responses and affect moral decision-
making remain to be investigated in future studies.

It should be noted here that the large individual variance
in the actual stress response (see above) may have precluded
any group differences. Another limitation of the current
study — also related to individual variance and the small
sample size — is that we assessed stress responses before and
after the treatment, but performance in the moral decision-
making task was only assessed once, after the treatment. In
future studies, a within-subjects design might be useful to
detect a global effect of the stressor on moral decision-
making. Furthermore, the lack of group differences might
due to the fact that the current study differs from other
decision-making studies in several ways. First, a homoge-
neous sample of healthy and highly educated university
students was tested. The stress induction might have had
less influence on functional brain activity than would a
dysfunction due to a neurological or psychiatric disease.
Students might respond to moral dilemmas in a more sophis-
ticated way than other populations. Secondly, the everyday
moral decision-making task differs from the moral dilemmas
used in previous studies as well as from neuropsychological
decision-making tasks. The dilemmas were intended tomimic
situations in everyday life. As a consequence, it might be that
these dilemmas elicit weaker emotional responses than the
dilemmas developed by Greene et al. (2001) involving more
extreme life-and-death decisions. Emotional and non-emo-
tional dilemmas elicit different activation patterns in the
brain (Greene et al., 2004) and might therefore be differen-
tially affected by stress. Emotional dilemmas that do not
elicit such strong emotions might be less susceptible for
stress-induced changes. An important difference between
the current task and neuropsychological decision-making
tasks is that the everyday dilemmas do not offer feedback
whether the decision was good or bad. In previous neurop-
sychological studies, stress was suggested to affect decision-
making by deteriorating the feedback processing abilities
(Preston et al., 2007; Starcke et al., 2008; van den Bos
et al., 2009). In the study by Starcke et al. (2008), differences
in decision-making between stressed and unstressed partici-
pants only occurred when feedback was provided, otherwise
group differences vanish. Thus, feedback processing is an
important component of decision-making that has been pro-
vided neither in the current study nor in previous studies
using complex moral dilemmas. It might be worth investigat-
ing in future studies how feedback may influence moral
decisions. Providing feedback after a moral decision may
be helpful for detecting changes of moral decision-making
due to stress-related changes of feedback processing. When
no feedback is provided, previous experiences with a certain
decision-situation might be a moderating variable. We asked
for this type of information in the current study, but only
broadly, i.e., no details about the decision and the conse-
quences were collected. Furthermore, one has to keep in
mind that we used a laboratory stressor and a laboratory
decision-making task that differ from both, real life stressors
and real life moral dilemmas. There are many types of
stressors outside the laboratory that would probably elicit
stronger stress reactions than the TSST (e.g. mobbing, death
of a relative). The moral dilemmas were not created on the
basis of philosophical considerations, but based on their
plausibility and likelihood for occurring in everyday life.
Nonetheless, there are many factors that might influence
moral decision-making in real life. Personal relevance of
decisions’ outcomes and attitudes towards certain themes
might determine the stress reactions as well as the decisions
themselves. The actual stress reaction that is elicited when a
person is confronted with a moral dilemma and the stress
reaction’s influence on subsequent decision-making beha-
viour should be addressed in future studies.

In summary, our results indicate that stress overall does
not impair everyday moral decision-making in the current
setting, but endocrine stress responses might be related to
egoistic decision-making. This relationship was only found in
high-emotional situations suggesting that emotional and
cognitive processes involved in moral decision-making are
differentially affected by stress reactions. Moral decision-
making outside the laboratory has been shown to elicit stress
responses by itself (e.g. Kälvemark et al., 2004). Thus, not
only external stressors but also situation-specific stressors
might elicit stress reactions that could be a risk factor for
making an egoistic decision. Possibly, such dilemmas elicit
stronger stress reactions and emotions than those created in
the laboratory. If even moderate laboratory stress and deci-
sion-making are related, the implications of our results for
the risk of making an egoistic decision when confronted with
a real high-emotional moral dilemma become evident.
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Appendix A. Everyday moral dilemmas

For the current study 40 dilemmas were created on the
basis of consideration (modified after Stock, 1987) and 20 of
them were selected on the basis of empirical testing for the
final test. Low-emotional dilemmas contain at most two emo-
tionalwords, high-emotional dilemmas at least four emotional
words. The 40 dilemmas were performed by 106 participants.
Dilemmas with high, middle and low item difficulties (index of
altruistic decisions) in each category (high- and low-emotion-
al) were selected. Dilemmas were also rated on a four-point
Likert scale if the situation has elicited an emotion from 1
(‘‘not at all’’) to 4 (‘‘extremely’’). Only dilemmas that were
rated on average as either high-emotional or low-emotional
(cut off at 2)were selected. Itwas also askedwhether a similar
situation has ever occurred to the participant in everyday life
with the options 0 (‘‘no’’) or 1 (‘‘yes’’). Only dilemmas that
have occurred in everyday life at least to some participants
were selected. Students and non-students including partici-
pants of middle age did not differ concerning the rating if
similar situations have ever occurred to them in everyday life.
Differences were significant neither for all dilemmas,
t(103.08) = .56, p = .58, d = .11, nor in one of the single
dilemmas. In each category (high- and low-emotional) half
of the answers ‘‘yes’’ represent the altruistic decision, where-
as the answers ‘‘no’’ represent the egoistic decision and vice
versa. Following the selection process, another sample of 130
participants performed the selected dilemmas and rated their
emotionality, thus the complete sample consists of 236 parti-
cipants. A retest reliability of .89 concerning the altruistic vs.
egoistic decisions in all dilemmas has been observed in a
sample of 19 participants. The single dilemmas, itemdifficulty
and ratings of emotionality and percentage of occurrence in
everyday life are presented below.

Low-emotional dilemmas

Item difficulty: mean = .48, S.D. = .18.
Emotionality ratings: mean = 1.81, S.D. = .44.
Rating of occurrence in everyday life: mean = 46.32%,
S.D. = 21.62%.

Altruistic answer = no; egoistic answer = yes

1. You have purchased concert tickets for you and a friend.
The tickets differed in price. Would you pay for the
cheaper ticket?

2. After an accident your insurance provides you with a
home help, but you have already recovered. Would you
still use the home help?

3. You watch a boring theatre play which has few visitors.
Would you leave the play early?

4. A friend always tells you incredible stories and you suspect
that they are made up. Would you confront your friend?

5. In the supermarket you wait at the meat counter and an
elderly man pushes to the front. Would you complain?
Altruistic answer = yes; egoistic answer = no

6. You find a 20 s note on the pavement. Then you see a
homeless man looking for food in the dustbin. Would you
give him the money?

7. When you move out your landlord gives you a drawing
that he does not like. You know that this drawing is quite
valuable. Would you tell him?

8. A well-dressed passerby asks you for money to buy a bus
ticket because he lost his wallet. Would you give him the
money?

9. Another air passenger asks you to bring cigarettes
through customs because she has already the maximum
amount of cigarettes. Would you do this?

10. You have slightly scratched another car while parking. It
is dark and nobody has seen you. Would you leave a
message for the owner of the car?

High-emotional dilemmas

Item difficulty: mean = .45, S.D. = .15.
Emotionality ratings: mean = 2.77, S.D. = .50.
Rating of occurrence in everyday life: mean = 28.58%,
S.D. = 17.37%.

Altruistic answer = no; egoistic answer = yes

11. You have a wife and kids and your employer offers you to
work for unspecified time in Japan. Would you accept
this offer?

12. When your grandparents move, you find the diary of your
grandmother and you are curious. Would you read it?

13. You meet the love of your life, but you are married and
have children. Would you leave your family?

14. Your partner is suicidal and you feel uncomfortable in
this relationship. Would you leave your partner?

15. You play cards for money and you can catch a glance of
the cards of your opponent. Would you use this knowl-
edge?

Altruistic answer = yes; egoistic answer = no

16. Your mother gives you pictures she has painted herself–—
but you don’t like them. Would you hang them up?

17. A person you really like but is fatally ill tells you that he
is in love with you. Would you build up a relationship?

18. Your department talks about a colleague saying that
he is lazy and just talks about himself. Would you tell
him?

19. You are married and had a one-night stand during a
business trip. Would you tell your partner?

20. A close friend is dying. In his fever he asks you to go and
get a favourite book, but he could die while you are
going. Would you do it?
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